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We measured the free thyroxin (FT4 concentration in serum from 79 patients with nonthyroidal illnesses (Nil), using two analog AlAs and two calculation methods, and compared the results with those by ultrafiltration (UF) As has been shown repeatedly, the widely used one-step analog radioimmunoassay (ifiA) and FF, index (FFI) yield falsely low values for FF. in NT! when compared with methods involving equilibrium dialysis or ultrafiltration (UF) (5-10), even when blocking agents are added to RIA system (11, 12).
Recently we reported (13) that Fr4! in NTI, determined with the triiodothyronine (T3)-albumin uptake method, gave results more comparable with those by the UF method than did VP4! determined with the T3-charcoal uptake method. We demonstrated that the T3-albumin uptake sensitively reflects the alteration of T4-binding globulin (TBG) and albumin concentrations, whereas T3-charcoal 
MaterIals and Methods
Subjects. Blood specimens were collected from 124 adults at the hospital. The control group comprised 45 healthy subjects, ages 38-68, who visited the hospital for routine health examination. The 79 NT! patients were divided into three groups according to Chopra et al. as the product of total T4 and the T3 uptake ratio. We also calculated the Fl'4 concentration by using Robbins and Johnson's model (14) as described elsewhere (17) ; the binding constants (K) (L/mol) used for this calculation were as follows (17) measured by the microenzymatic titration method (21) . The inter-assay coefficient of variation for assay of normal control sera was 2.3%-7.4% in all determinations.
Statistical analysis. Analysis was by least squares regression and groups were compared by Student's t-test. The homogeneity of regression lines was compared by analysis of covariance (22) .
Results

Thyroid-Function Studies in NTI Patients
Based on the measured concentrations of total T4, T3, and TBG, we classified the NT! patients into three groups; their thyroid-related measurements are summarized in Table 1 . The concentrations of TBG in Group ifi and of albumin in Group II and Ill were significantly (P <0.001) lower than those for the normal controls. Similarly, the mean values for serum TBPA were decreased in all groups. Oleic acid and TSH concentrations were not significantly different from those of normal controls. 
FT4 Analysis in Low-T4 Syndrome
The VP4 results were comparable in Group I and II when measured by UF and by mathematical calculation or by FFI, whereas in Group ifi there was some disagreement in VP4 distribution between these methods. To analyze the disagreement in this group, the patients were divided into three subgroups according to the VP4 concentrations by UF and by calculation (Figure 2) . Sixteen of 33 patients in Group ifi had normal VP4 by UF and calculation (Group A), nine of 33 had normal VP4 by UF but subnormal by calculation (Group B), and seven were subnormal for both methods (Group C). The total T4 concentration decreased progressively from Group A to C. Albumin and TBG concentration in Group C were significantly (P <0.01) lower than those in Group A. Oleic acid and TBPA concentrations, oleic acid:albumin ratio, and TSH concentrations were essentially the sa.me for all groups. There was no significant correlation of V!'4 with UF and oleic acid concentration or of V!'4 with UF and oleic acid:albumin ratio in low-T4 syndrome (r = 0.309 and 0.210, respectively).
Correction of FT4 Results in Low-T4 Syndrome for the Binding Constant of TBG for T4
The discordant VP4 results obtained by the UF method and by calculation in Group ifi may not be related to the oleic acid concentration or the oleicacid:albumin ratio,so we as&imed that the alteration of binding constants of TBG for T4 might be involved in this situation. As shown in Figure 3A , the regression line obtained in VP4 by UF against that by mathematical calculation in Group ifi was significantly less steep than that obtained in other groups of patients including 45 normal subjects, 10 hyperthyroid patients, 10 hypothyroid patients, five low-TBG subjects, and 40 pregnant women (17) (P <0.001 by analysis of covariance). When computed, the K6 that yields the same slope for these two regression lines is #{189}.23 of the original K value. Figure 3B shows similarities for both lines in terms of slope and intercept (in this figure, KmG was assumed to be half of the original value). By this correction for K, the number of patients in this group showing subnormal VP4 by calculation decreased from nine to four. In addition, the positive correlation of calculated VP4 with TBG disappeared by this correction, r going from 0.383 to 0.052; the relation to the albumin concentration was unchanged (r = 0.092).
Discussion
The present study has shown that the V!'4! derived from T3-albuinin uptake agrees well with mathematically calculated VP4 concentration in NT! and that the calculation methods for VP4 measurement provide more nearly accurate information on the F4 than does the one-step RIA method.
Our patients with NT! included a variety of etiologies, but grouping them according to their T4, 'P3, and TBG status resulted in a homogeneous population for the study. This Signlflcantfydifferent(chi-squaretest)fromtotalpercentage by ultraffitralion(P <0.001) and by calculation or FT4I(P <0.025 each). It has been proposed that the T3 uptake corresponds more closely to the mass-action law when expressed as the bound:free ratio than as the bound:total ratio (16). Despite the proposal for the T3-uptake calculation, VP4! has been shown to be falsely low in NT! when resin or charcoal was used as binder (6,23). This was also the case for the T4:TBG ratio as VP4! (7). This inaccuracy of FF4I was much lower here by using the T3-albumin uptake method. As stated previously (13), this is probably due to a sensitive reflection of the alterations of TBG and albumin concentrations by the uptake method. It may therefore be expected that the VP4! used here would agree well with mathematically calculated VP4 concentration in NT! in cases where protein concentrations decreased frequently. It has been shown that analog-F!'4 assays produce inaccurate results because T4 analog is sequestrated by albumin The T4-binding protein dependence of Fr4 measurements may be responsible for erroneous results in Nil; both calculated VP4 and VP4! distributed similarly to the result with UF method, whereas the percentages of subnormal VP4 with RIAs were significantly higher than those with UF as well as with two calculation methods. Moreover, the falsely low Fr4 with Coat-A-Count was largely found in the patients with low-T4 syndrome where the TBG concentration was markedly reduced, whereas with Amerlex M this was found in low-T3 and low-T4 syndromes having subnormal albumin concentration. We also found that the F'!'4 with Coat-A-Count RIA, but not with the Amerlex M RIA, strongly correlated with VP4! and calculated F!'4, which again may be explained by their TBG dependence.
The superiority of calculation methods to RIA for the VP4 measurement in NTI was also verified by the results of regression analysis. We found that there was a stronger correlationbetween both calculated VP4's and VP4 by UF than between both VP4's by RIA and VP4 by UF. These results may be consistent with the recent view by Larsen et al. (2) that the current analog method for V!'4 measurement falls into the category of a fl-ee-T4 index, and it should be emphasized that the VP4! by our method or mathematically calculated VP4, although both are indirect methods, may be more appropriate than that obtained with one-step RIA for routine evaluation of the Fr4 status in NT!.
It has been shown that the VP4 results with the two-step RIA agreed well with those by the reference method and is superior to one-step RIA (10). This implies that the calculated VP4 in the present study may be equivalent to that by the two-step RIA, but this was not examined here.
A comparison of the measured and calculated VP4 concentration in Ni'! has previously been reported (24, 25) . BrownGrant et al. (24) . have shown that the calculated VP4 concentration was lower than that by the equilibrium dialysis method. Fresco et al. (25) , however, reported a close agreement of the calculated V!'4 with the VP4 by RLA. In our study, a similar distribution for the VP4 by calculation and by UF technique was seen in NT! with high TI3G (Group I) and with low-i'3 syndrome (Group U), whereas some disagreement was found in the low-T4 syndrome (Group ifi).
Several factors may be involved in this disagreement for the low-T4 syndrome. A T4-binding inhibitor(s) such as oleic acid has been proposed in NT! (26) , though this has been recently discounted (27) . We have compared the oleic acid:albumin ratio in the subgroups of low-T4 syndrome, but there was no evidence for the involvement of oleic acid in this situation. This does not exclude the possible involvement of other substances that are known to interfere in binding T4 to the T4-binding proteins (28) , but an alternative explanation may be possible. Assuming that the binding constant of TBG forT4 may be lowered in the low-T4 syndrome, we have attempted to correct the calculated F!'4 concentration by reducing the binding constant to half its original value. This was based on results that gave the same slope for regression lines of the calculated VP4 against the measured VP4 by UF in patients with the low-T4 syndrome, in normal subjects, and in other patients, including those with thyroidal disorders and TBG abnormalities. By this correction, the calculated and measured VP4 in the low-i'4 syndrome agreed more closely with each other and the dependence of the calculated VP4 on TBG was lost, becoming similar to the relation of the measured VP4 with T4-binding protein concentrations. Although our assumption is entirely speculative, it may be consistent with the report by Reilly and Wellby (29), who showed that patients with NT! had more "slow TBG," which is known to have one-tenth of the binding constant for T4 (30) . On the other hand, Maberly et al. (31) have shown no appreciable difference in the binding constants of T4-binding proteins in serum of patients with NT!. Therefore, our correction factor awaits further experimental verification.
In conclusion, the possibility of obtaining falsely low VP4 results by the present VP4! is much smaller than by one-step RIA because of the lower dependence of the VP4! on binding protein concentrations, and the VP4! with the present method may be practically adequate for an evaluation of the VP4 status in NT!.
